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Abstract: This review is intended to provide an overview
of the design and fabrication of ionic liquid-based ionic
electroactive polymer (IL-iEAP) transducers for advanced
applications in biological and electronic fields. The iEAP
is a class of smart materials that can perform sensing
or actuating functions by controlling the movement of
cations and anions in the active layer. This type of
material can deform under low voltage stimulation
and generate electrical signals when undergoing mechan-
ical deformation because of ion redistribution. Numerous
research attention has been focused on studying the
deformation mechanisms and the potential for actuation,
sensing, and energy harvesting applications. Compared
to the traditional water-based iEAP, the non-volatile
IL-iEAP delivers a wider electrochemical window and a
more stable actuation performance. In this paper, the
classification of iEAP with different actuation mechan-
isms is first outlined, followed by introducing various pre-
paration methods including nanotechnology for IL-iEAPs,
and discussing the key factors governing their actuation
performance. In addition, the advanced functions of IL-
iEAP in actuating and sensing, especially self-sensing in
bionics and electromechanical equipment applications,
are reviewed. Finally, novel nanotechnologies used for
fabricating IL-iEAPs and the prospects of their microelec-
tromechanical system (MEMS) applications are discussed.

Keywords: ionic liquid, electroactive polymer, smart
materials

1 Introduction

Soft actuating polymers are smart materials that exhibit
mechanical deformation in response to environmental
physical or chemical stimuli. Compared with conven-
tional hard actuators, such as piezoelectric ceramics or
metallic materials, soft actuators possess the advantages
of good flexibility, fast response, lightweight, and low
power consumption and low cost [1–4]. Among various
types of polymer-based actuators, electroactive polymers
(EAPs) [5–8] are promising candidates in the fields of
prosthetics [9], soft robotics [10,11], and biomedicine
[12,13] because of their intrinsic properties that include
a broad actuation voltage range (1 V to 5 kV) and a wide
range of working mediums (e.g., salt solutions and open
air). In recent years, it has been reported that EAPs
are suitable for aerospace applications because of good
adaptability to operate in extreme temperature and radia-
tion conditions [14].

EAPs are polymer composites that perform reversible
physical deformation under electric stimuli [15]. The first
discovery of EAP can be traced back to the 1880s [16],
where a simple design of elastomer actuator was devel-
oped, and its actuation was achieved by spraying electric
charges on the surface of rubber. Because polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) with a better piezoelectric property has
been reported, researchers began to focus on ferroelectric
polymer systems, which enabled the rapid development
of EAP in the early 1970s [17] with faster response rate
and higher actuation efficiency. Generally, EAP can be
classified as electronic or ionic. EAPs actuated under vol-
tage higher than 3 kV are known as the electronic class
(eEAP). These actuators, such as dielectric elastomers,
demonstrate a reversible expansion and contraction because
of the compression of Maxwell’s electrostatic force between
the two electrodes [18,19]. On the contrary, ionic type
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EAPs (iEAPs) [20] normally operate at a lower voltage
(<20 V) as compared to eEAPs. Conventional actuation of
iEAP usually requires a solvent medium, and the bending
response greatly depends on the ambient humidity or the
solvent concentration. Therefore, it is also called wet-iEAP.
Compared to eEAP, the response of iEAP is usually slower
but more flexible.

A variety of iEAPs with a low operating voltage,
including ionic polymer-metal composite (IPMC) [21],
conductive polymer (CP) [22], ionic polymer gel (IPG)
[23], and carbon nanotube (CNT) composite paper [24],
have been developed and used in the field of smart mate-
rials and biomimetics. They are multi-layer structured,
consisting of a solid electrolyte layer sandwiched between
two electrode layers. The typical structures, materials,
and applications of iEAP are shown in Figure 1. The
bending strain of iEAP is dependent on the modulus of
the material and the actuation voltage [25]. iEAPs with
low elastic modulus and relatively high driving voltage
are conducive for achieving large deformation. However,
this may compromise the cycle life, especially for the
water-based IPMC because of the narrow electrochemical
window of water. In addition, the electrode layers are also
considered fragile for frequent bending. Moreover, the
back-relaxation phenomena of iEAPs limit their applica-
tions as actuators because of the attenuated deflection
under direct current (DC) [26,27]. While under a high fre-
quency alternating current (AC), the bending strain of

iEAP decreases exponentially compared with operating
at low frequency. In the past 5 years, numerous novel
iEAP-based composite materials have been developed to
extend the application of iEAPs by overcoming the above-
mentioned hurdles [28]. Among them, ionic liquid-based
iEAPs (IL-iEAPs) show extraordinary actuation perfor-
mance without compromising the cycle life or its unique
feature of low actuation voltage. They have become a new
research hotspot because of the properties of the wide
electrochemical window, almost negligible vapor pres-
sure, and high ionic conductivity, leading to the advan-
tages of wider voltage range, better stability, and extended
cycle life.

In this review paper, the fundamentals of IL-iEAP
with a classic three-layer structure that can stably operate
in the open air are first described. Then, three main types
of IL-iEAPs, namely IPMC, CP, and bucky gel, and their
bending mechanisms are introduced. In addition, the
state-of-the-art technology for fabricating IL-iEAPs,
including the fabrication of the electrode layer and IL-con-
taining electrolyte layer, is presented. Nanotechnologies,
such as self-assembly and magnetron sputtering, as well
as the inclusion of nanomaterials, including CNTs and
silver nanowires, are commonly applied for the fabrication
of the electrode layers [6,15,20]. These can improve the
conductivity of the electrode layer without compromising
the mechanical properties of iEAP including the flexibility
because of the ultra-thin thickness of electrodes. In addi-
tion, the contact area and interfacial bonding between the
electrode layers and the electrolyte are enhanced through
chemical self-assembly and forming intercalation struc-
ture [21]. Moreover, carbon nanomaterials are beneficial
to enhance the bending response of iEAP because of their
inherent electromechanical response when being used as
electrode materials [24]. The main factors governing the
bending performance and the actuation behavior of the IL-
iEAPs are discussed. This is followed by reviewing the
applications of IL-iEAPs in the field of biomimetic soft
robots and biosensing. Finally, the future development
of the fabrication technology and potential applications
of these low voltage driven soft actuators is discussed.

2 Fundamentals of IL-iEAP
ILs are room temperature molten salts containing cations,
anions, and neutral molecules. They have been used in
various energy conversion applications and electroactive
devices [29], serving as the ion source for producing solid
electrolyte layers in iEAP. Some commonly used ILs are

Figure 1: Overview of the materials’ composition and applications
of iEAP.
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listed in Table 1. IL-iEAP can be classified into IPMC, CP,
and bucky gel, depending on the material used for the
electrode layers. In these iEAPs, IL provides the source
of ions with volume differences for achieving bending
deformation. In bucky gel, IL serves as a dispersant and
cross-linking agent for nanocarbon (e.g., CNT). iEAPs with
different electrodematerials bend under different mechan-
isms. The actuation performance of IL-iEAPs, including
response rate, degree of deflection, and cycle life, depends
greatly on the electronic conductivity and durability of the
electrode and the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. In
the following sections, the basics of different IL-iEAPs,
including their development, structures, and actuation
mechanisms, are presented.

2.1 IPMC

A typical IPMC consists of a commercially available ion
exchange membrane (such as Nafion) with thin layer of
noble metal (such as Pt, Au, and Ag) electrodes deposited
on both sides [29,37]. The ion exchange membrane is
fully swollen by water, providing channels for cations
to freely flow inside. When IPMC is energized across its
thickness, the hydrated cations move to the cathode and
accumulate, leading to the expansion and bending of the
cathode side towards the anode in a macroscopic view, as
shown in Figure 2. This type of water-based IPMC is sui-
table as an actuator material. The high ionic conductivity
of the electrolyte layer confers the advantages of fast
response, large deformation, and low operating voltage.
However, there are critical problems that may lead to the
failure of IPMC. Several failure mechanisms of water-
based IPMC studies have been reported [38–40]. For
example, because of the narrow electrochemical stable
window of water, electrolysis occurs at a voltage higher
than 1.23 V [39]. This leads to the reduction of ion migra-
tion channels and ion mobility. Besides, the cracking of
electrode caused by frequent bending results in water

leakage and evaporation, which limits the cycle life of
IPMC [40]. Moreover, it was reported that the density of
the electrode cracks is related to the cation species in the
electrolyte membrane [41]. A higher crack density was
found in an IPMC sample containing smaller cations
such as H+ or Li+.

Numerous methods have been developed to extend
the cycle life of the water-based IPMC, such as optimizing
the preparation process [42], using ethylene glycol or
glycerin as solvents instead of water [43,44], doping
hygroscopic nanoparticles to maintain the humidity
[45], reinforcing the IPMC by a casting electrode protec-
tion layer [46], as well as coating the whole IPMC with an
isolation layer [47]. Recently, Guo et al. [40] fabricated
PEDOT-coated metal electrodes via electric grafting to
compensate for the metal cracks caused by bending,
and enduring testing indicated that its durability was
extended to 83min. However, these methods could only
lead to limited improvement of cycle life of IPMC. The
reinforcement by the additional layer might also have
an adverse effect on the actuation performance of IPMC.

Table 1: Commonly used ILs for iEAP

IL Abbreviation Cation Anion Ref.

1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate EMIMOtf CF3SO3
− Almomani et al. [30]

1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate EMIMBF4 BF4
− Guo et al. [31]

1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium Bromide EMIMBr Br− Kim et al. [32]
1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide

EMITFSI N(CF3SO2)2− Woehling et al. [33]

1-Butyl 3-methylimidazolium chlorine BMIMCl Cl− Liu et al. [34]
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium hydrogen sulfate BMIMHS (SO3OH)− Panwar et al. [35]
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate BMIMBF4 BF4

− Montiel et al. [36]

Figure 2: Actuation mechanism of IPMC.
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Using non-volatile IL as the solvent in the electrolyte
layer of IPMC can significantly improve the stability of the
actuator in the open air [32]. The bending mechanism of
IL-based IPMC is similar to the traditional water-based
IPMC as shown in Figure 2. The accumulation of cation
on the cathode and anion on the anode causes a volume
difference between the two sides and results in bending.
Liu et al. [34] characterized the depth profile of mobile
ions in the ionomer membrane containing BMIMCl (1-butyl
3-methylimidazolium chlorine) sandwiched with two
gold electrodes through the use of time-of-flight secondary
ion mass spectrometry, confirming that the anions and
cations gather near the anode and cathode, respectively.
It is worth noting that the IL used in the electrolyte layer
was not completely dissociated [48], and the anions and
cations of IL showed different migration rates [49]. There-
fore, the bending direction [50,51] and the degree of
deflection [52] of IL-based IPMC were affected by the pro-
duct difference of the ions migration quantity and their
Van der Waals volume under the electric field. However,
the back-relaxation still exists in IL-IPMC. Further, the
response rate of IL-IPMC would be significantly slower
than that of the water-based IPMC because IL shows lower
mobility in electrolyte because of its high viscosity [53].

2.2 CP actuators

CPs, such as polypyrrole (PPy), polyaniline (PANI), and
polythiophene, are organic semiconductors called

organometallics [54]. CPs are more desirable as electrode
materials in electronic devices owing to their flexibility
and ease of handling as compared to metals [55–57].
Similar to the working principle of IPMC, when a voltage
is applied between two CP electrodes, a bending motion
can be produced toward one side of the electrode [22]. In
the 1990s, the actuation of CP under an electric field was
achieved by immersing the CP actuator in an electrolyte
solution. The CP matrix in electrochemical oxidation or a
reduction state was neutralized by ions implantation or
de-intercalation, and the expansion and contraction of
the actuator were achieved by the movement of the CP
chain because of the mass transfer of ions [58,59]. In addi-
tion, CP actuators with linear actuation can be achieved by a
tri-layer structure, in which an electrolyte layer is embedded
in the CP [55]. The development of solid electrolytes allows
CP actuators to deform in the open air. These dry CP actua-
tors no longer require the environment humidity compared
to wet ones [60].

In CP actuator systems, electrochemical oxidation
and reduction of CP take place in the anode and cathode
polymers, respectively. At the anode electrode, positive
holes are generated within the CP chain and insertion
of anions from the solid electrolyte may occur. In con-
trast, the negatively charged free electrons on the
cathode lead to deintercalation of anions, favoring the
directional migration of cations. Therefore, the driving
motion of this tri-layer CP composite is a result of the
synergistic effect between electrode electrochemical
reaction and electrolyte ion migration [61], as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Actuation mechanism of CP actuator.
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The activation of CP actuator mainly depends on
minimum voltage triggering electrochemical insertion/
de-intercalation of the electrodes. Therefore, a driving
voltage as low as 1 V is sufficient to stimulate the CP
actuator [62]. However, the influence of operating voltage
on the bending performance such as direction and strain
should be taken into consideration when designing the
CP actuator [63,64]. For instance, a change of bending
direction can be observed when the stimulation range is
switched from 1 V/−0.55 V to 1 V/−1 V. This change results
from the volume expansion of the different electrode
caused by anions or cations [64].

2.3 Bucky gel

The third type of IL-iEAP is bucky gel, which functions
like CP and serves as the electrode layer [24,65,66]. In a
bucky gel actuator (BGA), IL is used in the electrode and
electrolyte layer, as shown in Figure 4.

One typical bucky gel reported was a mixture of
single-walled carbon tubes (SWCNTs) and ILs [67]. Nano
carbon materials have been extensively studied and
applied to various actuators or sensors [68–72]. In parti-
cular, CNT was widely used in actuator materials because
of the excellent mechanical, electrical, electromagnetic,
and opto-thermal properties [73–76]. In 1999, Baughman
et al. [77] reported for the first time that an actuator made
of two SWCNT sheets bonded by insulating glue exhibited
bending behavior under a voltage of 1 V in sodium chloride
solution. The bending mechanism was later explained as
being because of the quantum chemical expansion [77],
electrochemical double-layer charging [78], and Coulomb

repulsion effect [79]. However, because of the high cost of
SWCNTs sheets, the application of these actuators was
limited. Besides, SWCNTs easily agglomerate and are dif-
ficult to disperse and process. Different techniques were
developed to overcome these problems. Fukushima et al.
[67] discovered that imidazole-based IL is a good disper-
sant for SWCNTs. The CNT bundles can be unwound and
untangled by the cation–π interaction. In this work, the
SWCNTs and ILs were ground in a mortar to form a phy-
sically cross-linked composite gel with good electronic
and ionic conductivity. Later, Fukushima et al. [80] also
reported the fabrication of tri-layer iEAP through layer-by-
layer casting using SWCNTs/IL composited gel with PVDF
glue. The actuation mechanism of the BGA is the combina-
tion of the volume change of CNT bucky gel, and the
migration and accumulation of electrolyte ions near the
electrode [81]. As both anode and cathode electrode layers
show the same deformation direction, this leads to a syner-
gistic bending effect in the BGA, and thus, a larger bending
deformation can be achieved [66,82].

3 Preparation of dry iEAP
containing IL

IL-iEAP is usually a three-layer strip composed of elec-
trodes and a solid electrolyte, in which the electrodes
play important roles in the actuation performance. In
this section, we introduce the state-of-the-art preparation
method of IL-iEAP, focusing on the synthesis and
assembly for different electrodes by chemical and physical
approaches. The common approaches for fabricating IL-
iEAP are listed in Table 2.

3.1 Chemical approaches

The chemical approaches for deposition of electrodes on
a solid electrolyte include electroless plating of metal and
electropolymerization or in situ polymerization of CP.
Generally, the electrodes are prepared from metal cations
or monomers to the metal or polymer layer in chemical
ways, as shown in Figure 5. After deposition of elec-
trodes, the ions are loaded on the electrolyte layer by
an impregnation process.

Electroless plating is a reduction process. The metal
cations that enter the polymer matrix membrane through
ion exchange are reduced to metal and deposited on the
membrane surface to form thin electrode layers [41,53,90].Figure 4: Actuation mechanism of BGA.
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Generally, a semi-interpenetrating structure, which is
formed between the metal electrodes and the ion exchange
membrane, contributes to the enhancement of interface
bonding and electrical conductivity. The tri-layer structure
in IL-iEAP is obtained by immersing the sample in IL

solution (usually >12 h) [32]. In this case, temperature is
a key factor affecting the absorption rate because of the
high viscosity and large molecular weight of ILs. According
to the diffusion principle, a high immersion temperature is
beneficial for the absorption of IL by the ion exchange

Table 2: Chemical and physical fabrication approaches of IL-iEAP

Categories Methods Material Ref.

Chemical way Electroless plating Metal Kim et al. [32]
Pros: strong interface bonding Electropolymerization PPy Naficy et al. [83]

PEDOT: PSS
Cons: complex processing and
time-consuming

In situ polymerization PEDOT: PSS Khmelnitskiy et al. [84]
PANI

Physical way Spray coating Metal powder Terasawa [85]
Pros: simple processing and mass
production

PEDOT: PSS

Cons: weak interface bonding Dip coating Kim et al. [86]
Spin coating Hu et al. [87]
Drip coating Kotal et al. [88]
Hot-pressing Self-supporting film electrodes

such as metal foil and bucky gel
Park et al. [46]
Morozov et al. [89]

Figure 5: Schematic for the preparation IL-iEAP through chemical methods.
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membrane [91]. However, a high-volume percentage of sol-
vents in the swollen membrane will cause cracking of metal
electrode layers, leading to the loss of the surface conduc-
tivity. For instance, the surface resistance of the Au elec-
trode was increased by six orders of magnitude after IL
absorption [92].

The conductivity of polymer electrodes coated by
electropolymerization or in situ polymerization are not
affected by the same IL absorption process because of
its excellent flexibility [83]. Electropolymerization is com-
monly used to prepare PPy electrodes. Normally, an elec-
trolyte membrane made of polymer film, such as PVDF
and Nafion, sputtered with a thin layer of (<30 nm) gold
[93] or platinum [60] metal on its surface is used for the
electropolymerization. By immersing the membrane into
a pyrrole monomer solution, PPy is deposited on the
metal surface to form uniform CP layers under a constant
current. Besides, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)
is used to form a uniform layer on the surface of the electro-
lyte membrane via in situ polymerization [94]. This electrode
film is more chemically stable because the chemical active
position in the five-membered ring of PEDOT ismodified and

inactivated by oxygen [95]. Although the IL-iEAP prepared
by chemical means shows excellent interface bonding pro-
perty, it is still a challenge to control the morphology and
thickness of electrodes. Therefore, physical methods have
attractedmore research interest because it is more accessible
in fabricating electrodes with controllable shape and cost.

3.2 Physical approaches

The physical approaches involve various coating methods
(for metal powder or soluble CP) and hot-pressing (for self-
supporting electrode layers such as metal foil or bucky
gel), as shown in Figure 6. Differing from chemical proces-
sing, the electrolyte layer loaded with IL is usually fabri-
cated before the electrode is assembled. Therefore, this can
avoid cracking of the electrode layers caused by the IL
solution swelling process.

Akle et al. [92] successively sprayed metal powder
dispersions and metal oxide powder on the surface of
the IL electrolyte membrane to prepare the electrode

Figure 6: Typical physical approaches for preparing IL-iEAP.
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layer with a high specific surface area, which is beneficial
for increasing the output strain. The IL-iEAP sample was
finally produced by hot-pressing with two gold foils to
further reduce the electrode resistance. Lin et al. [96]
reported a simple process to prepare IL-iEAP by hot-
pressing gold electrodes directly on a commercial Aqui-
vion membrane impregnated with IL. It is worth noting
that poor adhesion between the electrolyte and electrode
occurs when the concentration of IL in the electrolyte is
lower than 23.07 wt% [97]. The same processing was
applied by Almomani et al. [30] to study the temperature
dependence of the electromechanical properties of IL-
iEAP containing EMIMOtf (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
trifluoromethanesulfonate). The hot-pressing method is
also suitable for self-supporting electrodes includingmetal
nanowires composites [46] and bucky gel [66,82,89,98].
The subsequent spin-coating with water-soluble poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:
PSS) works as a protective layer for reducing the sheet
resistance of electrodes, and improving the response rate
and bending amplitude [46]. Nevertheless, attention should
be paid to the control of the hot-pressing temperature to
prevent the electrolyte membrane from melting.

Other physical approaches for assembling IL-iEAP
include various coating methods for PEDOT: PSS elec-
trodes. Good interface properties between the electrode
layer and the electrolyte membrane are crucial for achieving
excellent deformation and durability of the actuator. It was
reported that better compatibility between the electrolyte
layer and electrode can be achieved by adding DMSO into
the PEDOT: PSS aqueous solution [99,100]. In addition, the
porous structure of the electrolyte membrane favors the
electrode material adsorption. A freeze-dried bacterial cel-
lulose membrane with a 3D porous network showed strong
adhesion with the dip coated PEDOT: PSS electrodes [86].
When a hydrophobic polymer, such as PVDF, was used as
the electrolyte layer, applying surface hydrophilic treatment
before electrodes coating was proven to be a useful method
for improving the interface strength [101].

In recent years, novel technologies such as ink-jet
printing have been applied to the preparation of CP elec-
trode layers, providing new possibilities for the mass
production of IL-iEAP. Põldsalu et al. [102] used a low
concentration (0.6–1.2 wt%) PEDOT: PSS ink to print on
the polymer film substrate through a precision printing
platform equipped with a drop-on-demand printhead.
Generation of the electrode film was achieved by solvent
evaporation of the ink. A three-layer iEAP sample with a
thickness of only 12.7 microns was produced by repeating
the ink-jet printing process for the other side of polymer
substrate. Printing methods are also commonly used for

the fabrication of BGAs. The bending deformation is
related to the thickness of the electrode layers, which
can be adjusted by the number of printing layers. Mukai
et al. [82] reported that the BGA with five-layer electrodes
performs larger bending strain (∼0.4%) than the single-
layer actuator (∼0.3%).

3.3 Hybrid approach

There are advantages and disadvantages in the chemical
and physical approaches for preparing IL-iEAP. Good
interface bonding helps to enhance the electrical conduc-
tivity along the thickness and length directions of the
electrode layer, thereby enhancing the movement of ions.
In addition, the electrode is not easily detached from the
surface of the electrolyte membrane during the bending
motion. The shape and thickness of the electrode are also
important factors affecting the bending performance, espe-
cially for BGAs. Therefore, by combining the individual
advantages of the two approaches, a hybrid method is an
effective compromise for preparing iEAP composite elec-
trodes. It has been reported that iEAP with chemically
deposited graphene electrodes and a protective PEDOT:
PSS layer can maintain the original conductivity and the
response level, even after the sample placed in an open
environment for 30 days [103].

4 Actuation performance of IL-iEAP
In this section, the governing factors, such as the proper-
ties of the electrolyte and electrode layers, on the actua-
tion performance of IL-iEAP are analyzed. The actuation
performance of IL-iEAP includes response rate, saturation
time, deflection angle or tip displacement, and bending
strain. This section also presents the causes and the solu-
tions for back-relaxation in IL-IPMC under DC stimulation.

4.1 IPMC

The bending behavior of IPMC originates from the volume
difference near the electrode region because of the ion
migration and accumulation under an external electric
potential. However, introducing highly viscous ILs into
the IPMC may impede the response rate [104], as a con-
sequence of the high molecular weight of the ILs and the
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low ions diffusion coefficient [105]. This problem can be
addressed by selecting suitable ILs with lower molecular
weight. Kim et al. [32] conducted a comparative experi-
ment using different ILs to investigate the effect of the
molecular weight of ILs on the IPMC response rate. It was
found that the IL-IPMC doped by EMIMBr (1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium Bromide) with the lowest molecular
weight achieved the highest response rate of 0.73 mm s−1,
under AC voltage stimulation (±3 V, 0.1 Hz). The response
rate is comparable to that of the water-based IPMC, with
only a difference of 0.02 mm s−1. ILs with higher mole-
cular weight may impede the bending motion and extend
the saturation time of the actuator because of the low
diffusion coefficient. Guo et al. [31] reported that the
EMIMBF4-IPMC with high molecular weight demonstrated
nearly ten times the saturation time compared to the Li+

containing water-based sample. Consequently, the authors
suggested an innovative approach to improve the bending
performance by providing an additional channel to facili-
tate ion migration. IL-IPMCs with interconnected micro/
nano-porous structure were produced by the template
method for this purpose and the IL-IPMCs achieved a faster
and larger bending deformation [31]. A maximum bending
angle of 75.4° was achieved under AC stimulation (±15 V,
0.1 Hz), which was only 5.7° smaller than that of the water-
based inorganic salt sample [31].

The bending performance of IPMCmay also be affected
by the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte layer. Generally,
the migration behavior of ions in the electrolyte layer can
be explained by electrophoresis [106] or electroosmosis
[107]. Whether it is in water-based or IL-based IPMC, the
electromechanical performance is always a positive corre-
lation with the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte layer.
Therefore, it is believed that the ionic conductivity of the
electrolyte layer is an effective basis for predicting and
evaluating the electromechanical performance of IPMC
[31,53,92,108]. Further, it was confirmed that the operating
temperature has direct implication on the electrolyte ionic
conductivity and electromechanical properties [30]. The
ionic conductivity of the electrolyte layer and the actuation
curvature of IPMC decreased with increase in environ-
mental temperature. When the temperature was higher
than 70°C, no obvious curvature was observed. By ana-
lyzing the electrochemical behavior of IPMC at different
temperatures, it was found that the actuator was physically
or chemically degraded at high temperatures. Lin et al. [96]
reported an investigation of the electric charge dynamics of
the polymer/IL blend membrane, and the results indicated
that reducing the thickness of the electrolyte layer of IPMC
is conducive to improve the actuation rate. In addition,

the durability of IL-IPMC in the open air depends on the
electrolytic stability of ILs, which is mainly affected by the
environmental conditions, such as temperature.

The electrical properties of the electrode layer con-
stitute another important factor affecting the actuation
performance of IPMC [109–111]. Akle et al. [92] suggested
that the bending strain is highly attributed to the charge
accumulation at the polymer-electrode interface in the
ionic polymer actuator. A larger actuation strain can be
achieved through a higher capacity of the iEAP which
benefits from the increasing surface-to-volume ratio of
metal particles in the electrodes. At 1 Hz, the actuation
strain was up to 0.82% (2 V) and 2.44% (4 V). Park et al.
[46] reduced the surface resistance of the electrode to
160mΩ sq−1 by spin-coating the PEDOT: PSS on a silver
nanowire electrode. The response rate of IPMCwas 34.83%
faster than the sample without the CP.

The performance of IL-based IPMC may be affected
by the displacement attenuation, which is usually named
as back-relaxation, under DC stimulation. The typical
manifestation of backward relaxation is that the actuator
initially bends toward the anode and then deflects slowly
toward the cathode over time, and even returns its ori-
ginal position or bends slowly toward the cathode. It is
generally believed that the back-relaxation of IL-IPMC is
caused by the different migration rates of zwitterions in
the electrolyte membrane [49]. Therefore, improving the
mechanical coupling [112] of the ions and electrolyte
polymer such as PVDF is advantageous for inhibiting
the back-relaxation. An electrolyte layer with single-ion
migration was successfully synthesized using sulfonated
block copolymer containing zwitterionic [28]. This actuator
has shown a large deflection displacement of 2mm under a
low voltage and high frequency (±1 V, 10 Hz), with no back-
relaxation in 200 s. Another explanation for the back-
relaxation behavior is the decomposition of impurities
(usually water) in the IL under constant voltage [53]. ILs
with smaller cations may lead to higher water absorption,
which cause back-relaxation because of the electrolysis of
water. Therefore, controlling the size of cations and the
relative humidity of the working environment were con-
firmed as effective approaches to inhibit back-relaxation
of IL-IPMC [41].

The conductivity, stability, and interface characteris-
tics of the electrolyte and electrode layers have great influ-
ence on the actuation performance of IL-IPMC. Although
numerous efforts have been devoted to enhancing the
actuation performance, it is still challenging to produce
IL-IPMC with rapid, stable, and controllable deformation,
by improving the properties of electrode and electrolyte. In
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addition, the mechanism for improving the response rate
of IL-IPMC by coating a CP [40] on the surface of metal
electrodes is still under investigation.

4.2 CP

The electromechanical actuation performance of the CP
actuator is mainly based on the volume change caused by
the oxidation/reduction of the electrode layers [113]. Thus,
studies on improving the actuation performance of CP
actuator are mostly focused on the electrochemical proper
ties of the electrode materials [114]. The electrode layer with
higher conductivity [115] is more beneficial to its electro-
chemical oxidation response. For example, PEDOT: PSS,
which possesses a low energy band gap and stable p-doped
state, widely serves as a conductive material in electronic
devices, including CP actuator [88]. Besides, flexible PEDOT:
PSS filmwith higher conductivity can be obtained by adding
surfactants or organic solvents to reduce the surface
energy [46,116]. With the use of H2SO4 treatment, the
highest conductivity (4,380 S cm−1) of PEDOT: PSS film
(thickness 100 nm) was obtained [117]. Põldsalu et al.
[106] reported the ink-jet printing PEDOT: PSS electrodes
on the EMIMTFSI/PVDF electrolyte membrane for fabri-
cating a CP actuator. This actuator demonstrated a bending
strain of 0.13% (under ±0.6 V, 0.0025 Hz) in the open air.
Terasawa [85] prepared a CP actuator consisting of a PDMS/
EMIMOtf electrolyte with spray coated PEDOT: PSS elec-
trode, manifesting a large strain of 0.9% (under ±2 V,
0.05 Hz).

Another important factor affecting the bending strain
of the CP actuator is the interface resistance between the
electrolyte layer and CP electrodes. Electrodes fabricated
via the chemical approaches show a low interfacial resis-
tance that facilitates a larger deformation of CP actuators.
Khmelnistskiy et al. [94] reported that an actuator with
PEDOT: PSS electrodes coated by in situ polymerization
shows a maximum deflection as large as 11 mm, com-
pared to displacement of less than 1 mm of a drop-coating
sample under the same actuation condition (5 V DC). For
the CP actuator prepared by chemical approaches, the
morphological characteristics of the electrodes also affect
the bending performance. For instance, the PPy actuator
with finer porous morphology electrodes showed a max-
imum tip displacement of 25mm, which was 31.75% higher
than for the PEDOT actuator [118]. In addition, applying
PPy nanomaterials in the electrolyte layer is also effective
in enhancing the interfacial bonding. Khan et al. [119] fab-
ricated a PPy-based electrolyte filmwith PPy nanoparticles,

which was synthesized by adjusting the dosage of the redu-
cing agent during electropolymerization, to provide an
additional support to the electrode layer. This CP actuator
exhibited a maximum tip displacement of 9.85mm under
2 V DC.

Generally, the unmodified CP shows low electrical
conductivity under a reduced state, which limits the
bending strain of the CP actuator [120]. This initiated
the development of CP composite electrodes by doping
with nanocarbon [20,121] or IL [122]. For instance, the IL-
iEAP with PEDOT: PSS composite electrodes doped with
acidified multi-walled carbon tubes (MWCNTs) showed
faster and larger strain (0.64%). This actuator can main-
tain a rapid strain rate of 8.83% s−1, even at a high fre-
quency of 10 Hz, and the strain only lost ∼0.06% even
after 100,000 cycles [123].

4.3 Bucky gel

BGAs usually perform fast and large bending deforma-
tions that are highly dependent on the voltage frequency.
Fukushima et al. [80] produced a first-generation BGA
containing 13 wt% of SWCNT that exhibited excellent per-
formance with a strain of 0.9% under ±3.5 V, 0.01 Hz.
However, it was found that the actuation strain of the
BGA deteriorated rapidly as the frequency of the square
wave voltage increased. At a frequency of 10Hz, a very
small deflection (<0.05mm)was recorded. The early design
of the BGA exhibited the highest bending strain at a fre-
quency lower than 0.05Hz [81]. For example, Mukai et al.
[82] studied the relationship between bending strain and
stimulation frequency of a BGA, fabricated with two ultra-
thick (>0.23mm) bucky gel layers by hot-pressing. The lar-
gest bending strain of 0.95% was achieved under ±2.5 V,
0.01 Hz. When the frequency was reduced to 0.005Hz, the
strain reached up to 1.9%. Moreover, Takeuchi et al. [81,124]
successfully simulated the frequency dependence of various
BGAs in electromechanical response through electro-
chemical kinetic models, showing that the frequency depen-
dence of the actuation strain can be mainly attributed to
the ionic conductivity of ILs and the content of SWCNTs
in the electrode layers. In addition, a linear relationship
between the bending strain of the actuator and its real
capacitance at a frequency lower than 1 Hz has been
reported [125]. In addition, the capacitance showed a
positive correlation with the SWCNT concentration.

The second-generation bucky gel [98] was fabricated
by introducing 50 wt% super-growth single-walled CNT
(SG-SWCNT with millimeter in length), resulting in an
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enhanced electrical conductivity (169 S cm−1) of the elec-
trode layer. This BGA showed an order of magnitude
faster response rate (2.28% s−1) than the first-generation
under ±2.5 V, 1 Hz. Besides, the tip displacement was
maintained even after more than 10,000 cycles. When
the voltage frequency was increased from 1 to 10 Hz,
the displacement was only reduced by less than 20%.
Moreover, this BGA can work at 100 Hz. Similarly,
Biso et al. [126] chemically modified CNT with diamine
to obtain the cross-linked SG-SWCNT and fabricated a
new BGA with less concentration of SWCNT (19 wt%) in
the bucky gel. However, the conductivity of this bucky gel
(1.7 S cm−1) was much lower than that of the SG-SWCNT/
IL (169 S cm−1) as mentioned above. The bending strain of
this BGA was less than 1% at 1 Hz and decreased by two
orders of magnitude at 100 Hz. The electrical perfor-
mance of the electrode showed a great influence on the
actuation performance of iEAP. For example, a tri-layer
actuator with self-supporting SWCNT electrodes and chit-
osan/EMIMBF4 electrolyte demonstrated a fast response
time (only 19ms), as well as the actuation strain (9% s−1),
which far exceeded the second-generation BGA at 1 Hz
[127]. This was because of the unique hierarchical struc-
ture of the self-supporting SWCNT electrodes with high
electrical conductivity of 2,000 S cm−1.

The high cost of SWCNTs for preparing bucky gel
electrodes has switched interest to other carbon mate-
rials, such as MWCNTs [128], carbide-derived carbon
[129], graphite [97], vapor grown carbon fiber [130], and
cellulose nanofibers [131]. The structural characteristics
of the BG electrodes may also affect the performance of
the actuators. For instance, it was found that the high
porosity of the carbon materials is advantageous for
enhancing the performance of the actuator because of
the large specific surface area. Moreover, it was reported
that the interface contact between the electrolyte and the
electrodes can be improved by adding a metal oxide
nanolayer [132]. This also increases the ion diffusion
channel and leads to a fast response (8.31% s−1) of the
actuator.

The actuation performance of BGA is related not only
to the electrode carbon material but also to the electrolyte
layer. It has been proven that the addition of an ionic
polymer is favorable for improving the bending strain
of the PVDF-HFP based BGA [133]. The interconnected
porous structure of the electrolyte also facilitates the
directional migration of ions. Morozov et al. [66] used a
microporous PVDF membrane to prepare the electrolyte
layer by absorbing IL directly. The maximum strain of this
BGA can reach up to 1.35%. However, only limited research

on the electrolyte layer has been conducted because of the
restriction of the film thickness of 20–30 µm. Moreover, it is
also challenging to predict the ionic conductivity and ion
mobility of solid electrolyte by only studying the electrical
properties of pristine IL [50].

In addition, although iEAP exhibits considerable
bending response to a low voltage, the standards used to
evaluate the bending deformation are not constant, which
means that it is difficult to conduct a rational comparison
for the actuation performance among iEAPs in different
composite systems and sizes. Commonly used evaluation
variables such as deflection angle, tip displacement, and
curvature would show large deviations because of the dif-
ferences in sample length and measurement position.
Bending strain seems to be a reasonable physical quantity
to describe the bending actuation of iEAPs. There are sev-
eral methods to determine the bending strain of iEAPs. For
example, Terasawa [85] stated the relationship between
radius of curvature R and thickness with the bending
strain ε as in the following equation:
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where d is the thickness, δ is the tip deflection, and L is
the effective length of the iEAP sample. This equation is
derived with several assumptions: (i) the strain of the
sample is uniform, along the plane parallel to the inter-
layer junction, and both the electrode and the electrolyte
layer are isotropic elastomers; (ii) the bending section of
the sample is still a plane; (iii) the elastic modulus
change of the sample is negligible; and (iv) the change
in sample thickness is much smaller than the change
along its side length.

Fukushima et al. [80] derived the relationship between
radius of curvature, modulus, and strain by assuming that
the bending moment of the iEAP sample section and the
elongation of the iEAP are both zero. Therefore, the fol-
lowing relationships can be established:
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where E1 and E2 are Young’s moduli of the electrolyte and
electrode layers with thicknesses of h1 and h2.

However, because the electrode conductivity of iEAP
generally exhibits attenuation along its length, the dis-
tribution of ions and solvents inside the iEAP is not uniform,
resulting in uneven and nonlinear bending deformation
of the iEAP. Therefore, analyzing the angular deflection
per unit length of an iEAP could be a more suitable way to
evaluate the bending actuation of iEAPs.
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5 Applications of IL-iEAP
IL-iEAP can be used for manufacturing biomimetic actua-
tors including mechanical bats [134], gecko-like synthetic
rubber [135], and worm robot [136], because of its stable
actuation performance in the open air. In particular, a
gripper is an essential part of bionic components with
the simplest structure, and the gripping motion can be
achieved by the opposite bending of the IL-iEAP actua-
tors. A gripper system assembled by two CP actuators was
reported to carry an object with approximately 50 times
its mass under a voltage of 1.5 V [119]. Another iEAP soft
gripper mimicked the micro-structure of gecko feet and
was able to grasp objects with various surface features
[137]. Other micro-controlled electromechanical actua-
tors such as Braille displays [138], miniature autofocus
lenses [139], and microfluidic valves [140] have also been
reported. Besides, it is necessary to address the issues of
biocompatibility, biological toxicity, and degradability of
the actuator when iEAP is applied in the field of biome-
dicine [63,141–143]. Encapsulation [144] has been proven
to be an effective method to develop biocompatible IL-
iEAP actuators. However, this additional encapsulation
layer increased the deformation resistance, thereby causing
adverse effects on the actuation performance [142].

The IL-iEAP can be used as a sensing element with
the merit of low cost, controllable shape, and high sensi-
tivity. The change in shape can generate an electrical
signal because of the redistribution of ions in the IL-
iEAP. Prasad et al. [145] reported a strain sensor made
of a carbon nanofiber/IL/PVDF membrane with a high
gauge factor (4.08). He et al. [146] produced an electro-
mechanical sensing transducer by mixing chitosan and
glycerin into the electrolyte layer. The sensing output
voltage of this novel IL-iEAP with graphene electrodes
was 2.74–4.52 times higher than the traditional IPMC.
IL-iEAP can provide high-quality feedback signals because
of its electromechanical coupling properties. With the sui-
table design of the transducer’s structure, IL-iEAP has the
potential to perform dual actuation and sensing functions.
However, most of the IL-iEAP device developed can only
perform single function, either an actuator or a sensor, and
the measurement of bending strain of the actuator requires
an external sensor. Therefore, developing IL-iEAP actuator
with a self-sensing function may form a new research
direction to broaden its potential application [147,148].
Recently, Panwar et al. [35] fabricated a self-sensing elec-
tronic skin consisting of terpolymer and BMIMHS (1-butyl-
3-methylimidazolium hydrogen sulfate) for a wearable
energy harvesting device in which the energy was col-
lected from human sweating, with output self-sensing

voltage recorded up to 550mV. However, it is challenging
to realize real-time feedback for the deformation of IL-iEAP
without external sensing equipment, especially when the
sample is in a complex operating environment.

6 Future prospects

A challenge in fabricating IL-iEAPs is to obtain an elec-
trolyte layer with environmental stability and electrode
layers with excellent flexibility and electrical property
simultaneously. Recently, customizing the IL-iEAP actuator
or sensor by designing the material composition, mor-
phology, and processing method can be achieved by intro-
ducing nanostructured materials. Metal electrodes with
hundreds of nanometers thickness have been successfully
deposited onto polymer electrolyte surfaces through phy-
sical vapor deposition. The electrodes have demonstrated
good adhesion and low interfacial resistance [149]. Magne-
tron sputtering is another commonly used coating method
for coating metal electrodes [150].

However, this layered iEAP actuator is still limited in
performing bending deformation. Therefore, one of the
challenging issues is how to develop IL-iEAP actuators
with an ability to perform complex actuation behavior
such as curling, torsion, or oscillation, through structural
design. For instance, nylon fiber prepared by electrospin-
ning with depositing PPy electrodes performed a spiral
motion at ±3.5 V [151], and this EAP actuator also responds
to pH or temperature change when immersed in solution
and can be used to perform grasping of micro-objects.
Khaldi et al. [152] believed that individual control of
micro-size actuators can be achieved by combining laser
ablation and laser etching technology to fabricate IL-iEAP.
Other technologies, such as 3D printing [153], are being
explored for constructing free form IL-iEAP and eEAP
[154]. Furthermore, it is worth noting that IL-iEAPs with
actuation and sensing properties are suitable for trans-
parent flexible electronics such as invisible devices, tactile
screens, and zoomable lenses. However, the transparency
of IL-iEAP is usually limited by its multilayer structure
and materials. Terasawa [85,155] developed two kinds of
blue transparent IL-iEAP by spray-coating PEDOT: PSS
onto PDMS/IL and cellulose/IL membranes. The highest
strain can reach up to 0.9% under ±2 V voltage. Although
numerous research studies have been reported on trans-
parent flexible electrodes, it is still challenging tomaintain
high transparency and good interfacial bonding of the
iEAP after adding the electrode layers. Therefore, dielectric
elastomer actuators that do not require electrodes to be
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completely covered usually exhibit high transparency.
Combining drop-on-demand printing of electrode mate-
rials and additive manufacturing of electrolyte can be a
viable method for preparing transparent iEAPs. As shown
in Figure 7, it has been proposed to directly print a gra-
dient electrolyte layer on the PVA substrate, followed by
spraying the electrode on the electrolyte. After drying, the
PVA substrate is removed in water. The opposite electrode
is then sprayed on the other side of the electrolyte layer to
obtain the free form iEAP. The driving behavior of this
iEAP can be controlled by adjusting the structural para-
meters of the electrolyte layer during printing.

7 Conclusion

IL-iEAP shows broad application prospects in the field of
biological actuators and sensors, especially the develop-
ment of the self-sensing function. This article has reviewed
the development history of EAPs, outlined the actuation
mechanisms of three kinds of iEAPs with different elec-
trodes, and introduced the common preparation processes
for IL containing iEAPs. By analyzing the response rate
and bending strain of IL-iEAP under different electrical

stimulation conditions, it is suggested that an electrolyte
with high ionic conductivity and electrodes with high elec-
tronic conductivity are favorable for achieving fast and
large deformation of the IL-iEAP actuator. In addition,
advanced fabrication technologies, such as 3D printing,
have emerged as a new development trend to enhance
the functionality of IL-iEAPs.
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